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Healthy sleep habits make for healthy children. A well-rested child is
curious, energetic, happy, playful, and eager to learn.

The Sleep Sense
Philosophy

Unlike other sleep guides based on a philosophical stand on the
issue of “crying it out,” The Sleep Sense ProgramTM accommodates
different parenting styles. The approach is pretty simple. Parents
get honest information about WHY sleep is so important for a
child’s well-being, an easy-to-follow, step-by-step plan that allows
them to make choices to determine the right approach for each
child, and specific guidance on how to measure success.
Crying is a child’s way of protesting change, and making changes
to their sleep habits will result in some protest. But The Sleep
Sense ProgramTM never asks a parent to leave a child to cry alone,
nor to ignore their cries. The Sleep Sense ProgramTM is so effective
because it allows parents to develop a plan they feel comfortable
with, based on what they know about their own child.

What Makes
The Sleep Sense
Program
Different?

• A huge resource, The Sleep Sense ProgramTM includes
nearly 250 pages of information, 10 videos, and a sleeptracker app, and comes with a one-year guarantee.
• Since 2003, more than 32,000 parents have successfully
used The Sleep Sense ProgramTM to improve their children’s
sleep – and they’ve shared their success stories through
letters and videos on the Sleep Sense website.
• The program works for babies, toddlers, and preschoolers –
even twins and triplets.
• For those who need one-on-one support, a network of
Certified Sleep Sense™ Consultants is available in Canada,
the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia.

“I must say the program is nothing short of a miracle… it’s changed all
of our lives.”
– Jill Guttridge
“After having just accepted that this was to be my lot in life, I had
resigned myself to the fact that I would have to survive on between 3
and 5 hours sleep a night. Your program has given us back our lives,
and has recreated that special bond that I lost with my child.”
– Gary, Candice, and Kaide
“We used to be the parents who got no sleep, now our friends are
jealous that he sleeps so many hours through the night and their child
doesn’t! I brag to EVERYONE about how well he sleeps and that we
have a life again!”
– Stephanie A.
“Now we can consider having another baby since I know this won’t
happen to me again!”
– The Bates Family: Brandon, Angelique, and Jace
“I just had my first full night of sleep in 5 1/12 months. It was the third
night of implementing the program… I am so happy I woke up crying:)”
– Elyce, Kevin, and Jaidyn Battle
“This program changed our lives! After just a week of starting your
program, our son, Connor (now 17 months), has been regularly
sleeping through the night.”
– Kristin Oakes
“I had not had more than 4 hours straight of sleep in a year, and was
truly exhausted… As of last night, which was night #8 on your sleep
program, Christian slept for 10 1/2 hours straight!”
– Gailda Davis
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About Dana Obleman
Dana launched her successful private practice in 2003, and since then has helped
more than 30,000 parents solve their children’s sleep problems. Dana’s approach
focuses on helping parents identify their children’s “sleep signals” and establishing
routines and schedules based on those signals.
Dana has been working with children and parents since her student days at King’s
University, where she completed a B.A. in Psychology (1998). Dana concentrated
her research on the areas of infant development and family dynamics.
Dana has made numerous television appearances, has been featured in national and
local newspapers, spoken at multiple parenting trade shows and baby conventions,
and co-hosted the popular radio program “Parenting Today.” She was also invited
to lecture on solving infant and toddler sleep problems at the University of British
Columbia.
In addition to her degree in Psychology, Dana also holds a degree in Elementary
Education from King’s University (1999), and is a professional member of the
National Sleep Foundation. She currently lives on the West Coast with her husband
and three young children.
Dana recently launched The Sleep Sense Consultant Certification Program and is
dedicated to creating a “sleep revolution” for tired parents around the world. She is
the author of The Sleep Sense ProgramTM, a best-selling “do-it-yourself” guide for
sleep-deprived parents.
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